
SET-A
IOPS Quiz-2

B.Tech. (ECE) – 3rd Semester; Session: July-Dec. 2018
Full Marks: 50, TIME: 50 Minutes

Course Instructor: Dr. S. MAITY (I.T.)
Date of exam: 03-Nov., 2018

Choose the most appropriate answers.Correct Answer = 1 Mark; Incorrect Answer = -1 Mark.

1) Which of the following is not a file attribute? 
a) Read-only flag                b) password                        c) record length             d)relocation bit

2) Which of the following file allocation method require less seek time to access file? 
a) Contiguous allocation     b) linked allocation             c) indexed allocation    d) none of the above 

3) A Computer system used a single level directory structure. The directory occupies 2 disk blocks. The disk block 
size is 2KB. Directory entry size is 4 bytes. What is the maximum number of files in the file system? 
a) 512                                  b) 256                                 c) 1K                                 d) 786 

4) The data blocks of a very large file in the UNIX file system are allocated using 
a) Contiguous allocation    b) Linked allocation          c) Indexed allocation         d) An extension of indexed allocation

5) Using a larger block size in a fixed block size file system leads to 
a) Better disk throughput but poorer disk space utilization 
b) Better disk throughput and better disk space utilization 
c) Poorer disk throughput but better disk space utilization 
d) Poorer disk throughput and poorer disk space utilization 

6) In the index allocation scheme of blocks to a file, the maximum possible size of the file depends on 
a) the size of the blocks, and the size of the address of the blocks 
b) The number of blocks used for the index, and the size of the blocks 
c) The size of the blocks, the number of blocks used for the index, and the size of the address of the blocks 
d) None of  the above 

7) Which of the requires a device driver? following
a) Register                      b) Cache                                    c) Main Memory            d) Disk 

8) If the block of free-space list is free then bit will                                                                              
a) 1                              b) 0                                      c) any of 0 or 1             d) none of the mentioned 

9) In which type of allocation method each file occupy a set of contiguous block on the disk? 
a) Contiguous allocation        b) dynamic-storage allocation         c) linked allocation d) indexed allocation 

10) Which protocol establishes the initial logical connection between a server and a client?
 a) Transmission control protocol   b) user datagram protocol   c) mount protocol     d) datagram congestion control 
protocol 

11) What is raw disk? 
a) Disk without file system     b) empty disk     c) disk lacking logical file system     d) disk having file system 

12) The data structure used for file directory is called 
a) mount table                b) hash table          c) file table             d) process table 

13) Which table contains the information about each mounted volume? 
a) Mount table             b) system-wide open-file table             c) per-process open-file table         d) all of the 
mentioned
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14) A file control block contains the information about 
a) file ownership           b) file permissions          c) location of file contents             d) all of the mentioned

15) Which of the following statements is/are false? 
a) Virtual memory implements the translation of program’s address space into physical memory address space 
b) Virtual memory allows each program to exceed the size of the primary memory. 
c) Virtual memory increases the degree of multiprogramming 
d) Virtual memory reduces the context switching overhead 

16) File type can be represented by 
a) file name             b) file extension               c) file identifier               d) none of the mentioned 
 
17) Which file is a sequence of bytes organized into blocks understandable by the system’s linker?
a) Object file             b) source file               c) executable file                d) text file 

18) What is the mounting of file system? 
a) Creating of a file system                           b) attaching portion of the file system into a directory structure 
c) deleting a file system                                d) removing portion of the file system into a directory structure 

19) Mapping of file is managed by 
a) file metadata                    b) page table                c) virtual memory             d) file system 

20) Mapping of network file system protocol to local file system is done by 
a) network file system         b) local file system       c) volume manager          d) remote mirror 

21) Which one of the following explains the sequential file access method?
a) Random access according to the given byte number          b) read/write randomly by record
c) read bytes one at a time, in order                                    d) read/write sequentially by record 

22) When there is a single instance for each resource type, a cycle in the resource allocation graph is a
a) Necessary but not sufficient condition                         b) Sufficient but not necessary condition
c) Necessary and sufficient condition                              d) Neither necessary nor sufficient condition

23) When there are multiple instance of every resources type s, a cycle in the resource-allocator graph is a
a) Necessary but not a sufficient condition                      b) Sufficient but not a necessary condition
c) Necessary and sufficient condition                              d) Neither necessary nor sufficient condition

24) Which of the following methods of handling deadlocks require future knowledge about the process?
a) Deadlock prevention                                                  b) Deadlock Avoidance
c) Deadlock detection and recovery                                 d) Ignoring Deadlock

25) In order to break circular wait, we need a function F from set of resource type R to set of natural numbers N (f: R-
>N) for total ordering of the resource types. This function F must be:-
a)Injective                 b)Surjective                  c)Bijective                  d)None

26) What is the time complexity of best known algorithm for detecting cycle in a resource allocation graph?
a) O(n)                       b)O(n2)                          c)O(n3)                          d)O(log(n))

27) If there m resource type and n processor then what is the time complexity of Banker’s algorithm?
a) O(m*n)                     b)O(m2*n)                      c)O(m*n2)                            d)O(m2n2)

28) What is an ‘wait-for edge’?
a) An edge from process to resource type
b) Edge from resource type to process
c) Edge from resource type to resource type
d) Edge from process to process
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29) Relocation register is part of :-
a) CPU                      b) Main memory            c) Memory management unit d) Disc

30) Symbolic addresses are used in :-
a) Source program      b) object module           c) load module              d) Binaryexecutable  image

31) Which of the following could be implemented without direct invovlment of the OS?
a)Dynamic loading    b) Dynamic linking       c) Swapping                   d) paging 

32) In which of the following cases we can swap in a swapped out process at a different memory location?
a) Compile time binding           b)load time binding      c)execution time binding      d)all of the above

33) What is a swap space?
 a) A CPU cache
 b) Reserved part of main memory
 c) Part of disc under file system 
d) Part of disc not under file system 

34)First-fit, best-fit and worst-fit algorithms suffer from:-
a) Internal fragmentation            b) external fragmentation       c) both of the above      d) none of the above

35)Paging suffers from :
a) Internal fragmentation           b) external fragmentation     c) both of the above       d) none of the above

36) Segmentation suffers from:
a) Internal fragmentation           b) external fragmentation            c) both of the above     d) none of the above

37) Compaction as a solution to external fragmentation problem could be used in which of the following case?
a) Compile time binding         b)load time binding      c)execution time binding          d)all of the above

38) What should be the size of a memory frame?
a) Smaller than page size        b) larger than page size    c) same as a page size       d) any size power of 2 

39) If page size is 100 bytes than what is the average amount of memory wasted per process because of internal
fragmentation?
a)50 bytes                    b) 100 bytes                     c) 1byte                  d) (1/3)*100  bytes

40) Which of the following table(s) is/are saved at the reserved OS space of main memory?
a) Page table                   b) frame table               c) both  d) none

41) What is TLB?
 a) A software 
b)A H/W which is part of CPU
c) A H/W which is part of main memory  
d) AH/W which is part of MMU

42) What is the purpose of an ASID field in a TLB?
a) Reduces the context switch delay
b) Reduces the search time in TLB
c) Reduces the execution times of processes 
d) All of the above

43) What is effective memory access time?
a) Average access time for all logical address references of a process
b) Average access time for effective address references of a process
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c) Average access time for TLB success references of a process
d) Average access time for TLB miss references of a process

44) When we must use a valid/invalid bit in page tables?
a) When there is no TLB
b) When there is no PTLR 
c) When there is no ASID field in TLB
d)  When we encounter an invalid address reference 

45) When should we use hierarchy paging?
a) When then pages of a process organized in a hierarchy manner
b) When the physical memory size is very large
c) When the page table size is very large 
d) When the logical address space is very large

46) How many fields (column) are there in an inverted page table?
a) 1                          b)2                                 c) 3                               d) 4

47) In pure demand paging, when the first page fault will occur?
a) When the process starts
b) During execution of the process, when a referred page is not found in main memory
c) It cannot be predicted 
d) At the end of execution

48) which of the following page replacement algorithm will not suffer from Belday’s anamoly?
a) LRU                             b) LFU                        c) both of the above   d) none of the above

49) Why the only software based implementation of LRU page replacement algorithm are not efficient?
a) The increase page fault rate
b) The increase effective memory access time 
c) they suffer from Belady’s anamoly
d) All of the above

50) In enhanced second chance algorithm , which of the following is a correct order of precedence (high to low ) for
the (reference bit , modify bit ) pair for replacing a page ?
a) (0,0) -> (0,1) -> (1,0) -> (1,1)
b) (1,1) -> (1,0) -> (0,1) -> (0,0)
c) (0,0) -> (0,1) -> (1,1) -> (1,0)
d) ()1,0) -> (1,1) ->(0,1) -> (0,0)
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ANSWER SHEET
NAME:__________________________________        Enroll. No. _____________________________________

TICK (  √  ) ON THE CORRECT CELLS (Finalize your answer and then only tick. If there is any confusion on which
option you have ticked, TAs have full right to cancel the answer/give negative marks):- 

Q.
No.

A B C D Q.
No.

A B C D

1 26
2 27
3 28
4 29
5 30
6 31
7 32
8 33
9 34
10 35
11 36
12 37
13 38
14 39
15 40
16 41
17 42
18 43
19 44
20 45
21 46
22 47
23 48
24 49
25 50
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IOPS Quiz-2

B.Tech. (ECE) – 3rd Semester; Session: July-Dec. 2018
Full Marks: 50, TIME: 50 Minutes

Course Instructor: Dr. S. MAITY (I.T.)
Date of exam: 03-Nov., 2018

Choose the most appropriate answers.Correct Answer = 1 Mark; Incorrect Answer = -1
Mark.

1) which of the following page replacement algorithm will not suffer from Belday’sanomly?
a) LRU                             b) LFU                        c) both of the above   d) none of the above

2) What should be the size of a memory frame?
a) Smaller than page size        b) larger than page size    c) same as a page size       d) any size power of 2 

3) What is TLB?
 a) A software                                                                 b)A H/W which is part of CPU
c) A H/W which is part of main memory                        d) AH/W which is part of MMU
4) What is raw disk? 
a) Disk without file system     b) empty disk     c) disk lacking logical file system     d) disk having file
system
5) Which of the following is not a file attribute? 
a) Read-only flag                b) password                        c) record length             d)relocation bit

6) What is the mounting of file system? 
a) Creating of a file system                           b) attaching portion of the file system into a directory 
structure 
c) deleting a file system                                d) removing portion of the file system into a directory 
structure 

7) In order to break circular wait, we need a function F from set of resource type R to set of natural
numbers N (f: R->N) for total ordering of the resource types. This function F must be:-
a)Injective                 b)Surjective                  c)Bijective                  d)None

8) Which of the following could be implemented without direct invovlment of the OS?
a)Dynamic loading    b) Dynamic linking       c) Swapping                   d) paging 

9) Compaction as a solution to external fragmentation problem could be used in  following case:
a) Compile time binding         b)load time binding      c)execution time binding          d)all of the above

10) When we must use a valid/invalid bit in page tables?
a) When there is no TLB                                       b) When there is no PTLR 
c) When there is no ASID field in TLB                 d)  When we encounter an invalid address reference 

11) Why the only software based implementation of LRU page replacement algorithm are not efficient?
a) The increase page fault rate                              b) The increase effective memory access time 
c) they suffer from Belady’sanomly                     d) All of the above

12) If the block of free-space list is free then bit will                                                                              
a) 1                              b) 0                                      c) any of 0 or 1             d) none of the mentioned 
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13) Which table contains the information about each mounted volume? 
a) Mount table          b) system-wide open-file table      c) per-process open-file table   d) all of the 
mentioned

14) File type can be represented by 
a) file name             b) file extension               c) file identifier               d) none of the mentioned 

15) Mapping of file is managed by 
a) file metadata                    b) page table                c) virtual memory             d) file system 

16) When there is a single instance for each resource type, a cycle in the resource allocation graph is a
a) Necessary but not sufficient condition                         b) Sufficient but not necessary condition
c) Necessary and sufficient condition                              d) Neither necessary nor sufficient condition

17) If there m resource type and n processor then what is the time complexity of Banker’s algorithm?
a) O(m*n)                     b)O(m2*n)                      c)O(m*n2)                            d)O(m2n2)

18)First-fit, best-fit and worst-fit algorithms suffer from:-
a) Internal fragmentation            b) external fragmentation       c) both of the above     d) none of the above

19) What is the purpose of an ASID field in a TLB?
a) Reduces the context switch delay                                              b) Reduces the search time in TLB
c) Reduces the execution times of processes                                 d) All of the above

20) In enhanced second chance algorithm , which of the following is a correct order of precedence (high
to low ) for the (reference bit , modify bit ) pair for replacing a page ?
a) (0,0) -> (0,1) -> (1,0) -> (1,1)                                             b) (1,1) -> (1,0) -> (0,1) -> (0,0)
c) (0,0) -> (0,1) -> (1,1) -> (1,0)                                              d) ()1,0) -> (1,1) ->(0,1) -> (0,0)

21) What is a swap space?
 a) A CPU cache                                                                   b) Reserved part of main memory
c) Part of disc under file system                                            d) Part of disc not under file system 

22) Which one of the following explains the sequential file access method?
a) Random access according to the given byte number          b) read/write randomly by record
c) read bytes one at a time, in order                                    d) read/write sequentially by record 

23) Relocation register is part of :-
a) CPU                      b) Main memory            c) Memory management unit d) Disc

24) Segmentation suffers from:
a) Internal fragmentation           b) external fragmentation         c) both of the above    d) none of the above

25) When should we use hierarchy paging?
a) When then pages of a process organized in a hierarchy manner
b) When the physical memory size is very large
c) When the page table size is very large 
d) When the logical address space is very large

26) A file control block contains the information about 
a) file ownership           b) file permissions          c) location of file contents             d) all of the mentioned
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27) Using a larger block size in a fixed block size file system leads to 
a) Better disk throughput but poorer disk space utilization 
b) Better disk throughput and better disk space utilization 
c) Poorer disk throughput but better disk space utilization 
d) Poorer disk throughput and poorer disk space utilization 

28) A Computer system used a single level directory structure. The directory occupies 2 disk blocks. The 
disk block size is 2KB. Directory entry size is 4 bytes. What is the maximum number of files in the file 
system? 
a) 512                                  b) 256                                 c) 1K                                 d) 786 

29) Which file is a sequence of bytes organized into blocks understandable by the system’s linker?
a) Object file             b) source file               c) executable file                d) text file 

30) Which of the following methods of handling deadlocks require future knowledge about the process?
a) Deadlock prevention                                                  b) Deadlock Avoidance
c) Deadlock detection and recovery                                 d) Ignoring Deadlock

31) What is an ‘wait-for edge’?
a) An edge from process to resource type                               b) Edge from resource type to process
c) Edge from resource type to resource type                           d) Edge from process to process

32) How many fields (column) are there in an inverted page table?
a) 1                          b)2                                 c) 3                               d) 4

33) What is the time complexity of best known algorithm for detecting cycle in a resource allocation
graph?
a) O(n)                       b)O(n2)                          c)O(n3)                          d)O(log(n))

34) Which of the following table(s) is/are saved at the reserved OS space of main memory?
a) Page table                   b) frame table               c) both  d) none

35) In pure demand paging, when the first page fault will occur?
a) When the process starts
b) During execution of the process, when a referred page is not found in main memory
c) It cannot be predicted 
d) At the end of execution

36) In which type of allocation method each file occupy a set of contiguous block on the disk? 
a) Contiguous allocation        b) dynamic-storage allocation         c) linked allocation d) indexed allocation

37) Which of the following file allocation method require less seek time to access file? 
a) Contiguous allocation     b) linked allocation             c) indexed allocation    d) none of the above 

38)Paging suffers from :
a) Internal fragmentation  b) external fragmentation     c) both of the above  d) none of the above

39) The data structure used for file directory is called 
a) mount table                b) hash table          c) file table             d) process table 
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40) In the index allocation scheme of blocks to a file, the maximum possible size of the file depends on 
a) the size of the blocks, and the size of the address of the blocks 
b) The number of blocks used for the index, and the size of the blocks 
c) The size of the blocks, the number of blocks used for the index, and the size of the address of the 
blocks 
d) None of  the above

41) When there are multiple instance of every resources type s, a cycle in the resource-allocator graph is a
a) Necessary but not a sufficient condition                      b) Sufficient but not a necessary condition
c) Necessary and sufficient condition                              d) Neither necessary nor sufficient condition

42) Which protocol establishes the initial logical connection between a server and a client?
 a) Transmission control protocol    b) user datagram protocol     c) mount protocol        d) datagram 
congestion control protocol 

43)  In which  of  the  following cases  we can  swap in  a  swapped out  process  at  a  different  memory
location?
a) Compile time binding        b)load time binding c)execution time binding  d)all of the above

44) Which of the following  requires a device driver? 
a) Register                      b) Cache                                    c) Main Memory            d) Disk 

45) Symbolic addresses are used in :-
a) Source program      b) object module           c) load module              d) Binaryexecutable  image

46) The data blocks of a very large file in the UNIX file system are allocated using 
a) Contiguous allocation  b) Linked allocation     c) Indexed allocation     d) An extension of indexed 
allocation

47) Mapping of network file system protocol to local file system is done by 
a) network file system         b) local file system       c) volume manager          d) remote mirror 

48) Which of the following statements is/are false? 
a) Virtual memory implements the translation of program’s address space into physical memory address 
space 
b) Virtual memory allows each program to exceed the size of the primary memory. 
c) Virtual memory increases the degree of multiprogramming 
d) Virtual memory reduces the context switching overhead 

49)If  page  size  is  100bytes  than  average  amount  of  memory  wasted  per  process  due  to  internal
fragmentation
a)50 bytes                    b) 100 bytes                     c) 1byte                  d) (1/3)*100  bytes

50) What is effective memory access time?
a) Average access time for all logical address references of a process
b) Average access time for effective address references of a process
c) Average access time for TLB success references of a process
d) Average access time for TLB miss references of a process
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ANSWER SHEET
NAME:__________________________________        Enroll. No. _____________________________________

TICK (  √  ) ON THE CORRECT CELLS (Finalize your answer and then only tick. If there is any confusion on
which option you have ticked, TAs have full right to cancel the answer/give negative marks):- 

Q.
No.

A B C D Q.
No.

A B C D

1 26
2 27
3 28
4 29
5 30
6 31
7 32
8 33
9 34
10 35
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IOPS Quiz-2

B.Tech. (ECE) – 3rd Semester; Session: July-Dec. 2018
Full Marks: 50, TIME: 50 Minutes

Course Instructor: Dr. S. MAITY (I.T.)
Date of exam: 03-Nov., 2018

Choose the most appropriate answers.Correct Answer = 1 Mark; Incorrect Answer = -1 Mark.

1) File type can be represented by 
a) file name b) file extensionc) file identifier d) none of the mentioned 

2) Mapping of file is managed by 
a) file metadata b) page table c) virtual memory d) file system 

3) Which one of the following explains the sequential file access method?
a) Random access according to the given byte number b) read/write randomly by record
c) read bytes one at a time, in orderd) read/write sequentially by record 

4) Which of the following methods of handling deadlocks require future knowledge about the process?
a) Deadlock preventionb) Deadlock Avoidance
c) Deadlock detection and recoveryd) Ignoring Deadlock

5) If there m resource type and n processor then what is the time complexity of Banker’s algorithm?
a) O(m*n)                     b)O(m2*n)                      c)O(m*n2)                            d)O(m2n2)

6) Which of the following could be implemented without direct involvement of the OS?
a)Dynamic loading    b) Dynamic linking       c) Swapping                   d) paging 

7) What is effective memory access time?
a) Average access time for all logical address references of a process
b) Average access time for effective address references of a process
c) Average access time for TLB success references of a process
d) Average access time for TLB miss references of a process

8) When we must use a valid/invalid bit in page tables?
a) When there is no TLB
b) When there is no PTLR 
c) When there is no ASID field in TLB
d)  When we encounter an invalid address reference 

9) Segmentation suffers from:
a) Internal fragmentation   b) external fragmentation  c) both of the above d) none of the above

10) What is an ‘wait-for edge’?
a) An edge from process to resource type
b) Edge from resource type to process
c) Edge from resource type to resource type
d) Edge from process to process

11) Which of the following table(s) is/are saved at the reserved OS space of main memory?
a) Page table                   b) frame table               c) both  d) none

12) Relocation register is part of :-
a) CPU                      b) Main memory            c) Memory management unit d) Disc
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13) Symbolic addresses are used in :-
a) Source program      b) object module           c) load module              d) Binaryexecutable  image

14) Compaction as a solution to external fragmentation problem could be used in which of the following case?
a) Compile time binding         b)load time binding      c)execution time binding          d)all of the above

15) What should be the size of a memory frame?
a) Smaller than page size        b) larger than page size    c) same as a page size       d) any size power of 2 

16) What is the time complexity of best known algorithm for detecting cycle in a resource allocation graph?
a) O(n)                       b)O(n2)                          c)O(n3)                          d)O(log(n))

17) If page size is 100 bytes than what is the average amount of memory wasted per process because of internal
fragmentation?
a)50 bytes                    b) 100 bytes                     c) 1byte                  d) (1/3)*100  bytes

18) How many fields (column) are there in an inverted page table?
a) 1                          b)2                                 c) 3                               d) 4

19) What is TLB?
 a) A software b)A H/W which is part of CPU
c) A H/W which is part of main memory  d) AH/W which is part of MMU

20) which of the following page replacement algorithm will not suffer from Belady’s anomaly?
a) LRU                             b) LFU                        c) both of the above   d) none of the above

21) Why the only software based implementation of LRU page replacement algorithm are not efficient?
a) The increase page fault rate
b) The increase effective memory access time 
c) they suffer from Belady’sanomaly
d) All of the above

22) What is the purpose of an ASID field in a TLB?
a) Reduces the context switch delay
b) Reduces the search time in TLB
c) Reduces the execution times of processes 
d) All of the above

23) When should we use hierarchy paging?
a) When then pages of a process organized in a hierarchy manner
b) When the physical memory size is very large
c) When the page table size is very large 
d) When the logical address space is very large

24) In pure demand paging, when the first page fault will occur?
a) When the process starts
b) During execution of the process, when a referred page is not found in main memory
c) It cannot be predicted 
d) At the end of execution

25) In enhanced second chance algorithm , which of the following is a correct order of precedence (high to low ) for
the (reference bit , modify bit ) pair for replacing a page ?
a) (0,0) -> (0,1) -> (1,0) -> (1,1)
b) (1,1) -> (1,0) -> (0,1) -> (0,0)
c) (0,0) -> (0,1) -> (1,1) -> (1,0)
d) ()1,0) -> (1,1) ->(0,1) -> (0,0)
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26) In order to break circular wait, we need a function F from set of resource type R to set of natural numbers N (f: R-
>N) for total ordering of the resource types. This function F must be:-
a)Injective                 b)Surjective                  c)Bijective                  d)None

27) In which of the following cases we can swap in a swapped out process at a different memory location?
a) Compile time binding           b)load time binding      c)execution time binding      d)all of the above

28) Which of the following is not a file attribute? 
a) Read-only flag   b) password      c) record length          d)relocation bit

29) Which of the following statements is/are false? 
a) Virtual memory implements the translation of program’s address space into physical memory address space 
b) Virtual memory allows each program to exceed the size of the primary memory. 
c) Virtual memory increases the degree of multiprogramming 
d) Virtual memory reduces the context switching overhead

30) What is a swap space?
 a) A CPU cache                               c) Part of disc under file system 
 b) Reserved part of main memory            d) Part of disc not under file system 

31) Which of the following file allocation method require less seek time to access file? 
a) Contiguous allocation       b) linked allocation         c) indexed allocation       d) none of the above 

32) A file control block contains the information about 
a) file ownership b) file permissions c) location of file contents d) all of the mentioned

33)First-fit, best-fit and worst-fit algorithms suffer from:-
a) Internal fragmentation            b) external fragmentation       c) both of the above      d) none of the above

34) Which table contains the information about each mounted volume? 
a) Mount table      b) system-wide open-file table       c) per-process open-file table         d) all of the mentioned

35)Paging suffers from :
a) Internal fragmentation      b) external fragmentation     c) both of the above       d) none of the above

36) Which of the requires a device driver? following
a) Register                 b) Cache                        c) Main Memory                    d) Disk 

37) If the block of free-space list is free then bit will                                                                              
a) 1              b) 0              c) any of 0 or 1                 d) none of the mentioned 

38) When there is a single instance for each resource type, a cycle in the resource allocation graph is a
a) Necessary but not sufficient condition                         b) Sufficient but not necessary condition
c) Necessary and sufficient conditiond) Neither necessary nor sufficient condition

39) The data structure used for file directory is called 
a) mount table          b) hash table        c) file table           d) process table 

40) When there are multiple instance of every resources type s, a cycle in the resource-allocator graph is a
a) Necessary but not a sufficient condition           b) Sufficient but not a necessary condition
c) Necessary and sufficient condition                              d) Neither necessary nor sufficient condition

41) Which protocol establishes the initial logical connection between a server and a client?
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 a) Transmission control protocol  b) user datagram protocol      c) mount protocol  d) datagram congestion control 
protocol 

42) What is raw disk? 
a) Disk without file system    b) empty disk    c) disk lacking logical file system   d) disk having file system 

43) The data blocks of a very large file in the UNIX file system are allocated using 
a) Contiguous allocation       b) Linked allocation       c) Indexed allocation       d) An extension of indexed allocation

44) Using a larger block size in a fixed block size file system leads to 
a) Better disk throughput but poorer disk space utilization 
b) Better disk throughput and better disk space utilization 
c) Poorer disk throughput but better disk space utilization 
d) Poorer disk throughput and poorer disk space utilization 

45) Mapping of network file system protocol to local file system is done by 
a) network file system        b) local file system c) volume manager d) remote mirror 

46) Which file is a sequence of bytes organized into blocks understandable by the system’s linker?
a) Object file        b) source file c) executable file d) text file 

47) What is the mounting of file system? 
a) Creating of a file system          b) attaching portion of the file system into a directory structure 
c) deleting a file system          d) removing portion of the file system into a directory structure 

48) A Computer system used a single level directory structure. The directory occupies 2 disk blocks. The disk block 
size is 2KB. Directory entry size is 4 bytes. What is the maximum number of files in the file system? 
a) 512             b) 256           c) 1K         d) 786 

49) In the index allocation scheme of blocks to a file, the maximum possible size of the file depends on 
a) the size of the blocks, and the size of the address of the blocks 
b) The number of blocks used for the index, and the size of the blocks 
c) The size of the blocks, the number of blocks used for the index, and the size of the address of the blocks 
d) None of  the above

50) In which type of allocation method each file occupy a set of contiguous block on the disk? 
a) Contiguous allocation          b) dynamic-storage allocation c) linked allocation d) indexed allocation 
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IOPS Quiz-2

B.Tech. (ECE) – 3rd Semester; Session: July-Dec. 2018
Full Marks: 50, TIME: 50 Minutes

Course Instructor: Dr. S. MAITY (I.T.)
Date of exam: 03-Nov., 2018

Choose the most appropriate answers.Correct Answer = 1 Mark; Incorrect Answer = -1 Mark.

1) A file control block contains the information about 
a) file ownership           b) file permissions          c) location of file contents             d) all of the mentioned

2) Mapping of network file system protocol to local file system is done by 
a) network file system         b) local file system       c) volume manager          d) remote mirror 

3) Which of the following methods of handling deadlocks require future knowledge about the process?
a) Deadlock prevention                                                  b) Deadlock Avoidance
c) Deadlock detection and recovery                                 d) Ignoring Deadlock

4) Relocation register is part of :-
a) CPU                      b) Main memory            c) Memory management unit d) Disc

5)First-fit, best-fit and worst-fit algorithms suffer from:-
a) Internal fragmentation            b) external fragmentation       c) both of the above      d) none of the above

6) If page size is 100 bytes than what is the average amount of memory wasted per process because of internal
fragmentation?
a)50 bytes                    b) 100 bytes                     c) 1byte                  d) (1/3)*100  bytes

7) What is the purpose of an ASID field in a TLB?
a) Reduces the context switch delay
b) Reduces the search time in TLB
c) Reduces the execution times of processes 
d) All of the above

8) In pure demand paging, when the first page fault will occur?
a) When the process starts
b) During execution of the process, when a referred page is not found in main memory
c) It cannot be predicted 
d) At the end of execution

9) In enhanced second chance algorithm , which of the following is a correct order of precedence (high to low ) for the
(reference bit , modify bit ) pair for replacing a page ?
a) (0,0) -> (0,1) -> (1,0) -> (1,1)
b) (1,1) -> (1,0) -> (0,1) -> (0,0)
c) (0,0) -> (0,1) -> (1,1) -> (1,0)
d) ()1,0) -> (1,1) ->(0,1) -> (0,0)

10) Which of the following is not a file attribute? 
a) Read-only flag                b) password                        c) record length             d)relocation bit

11) If the block of free-space list is free then bit will                                                                              
a) 1                              b) 0                                      c) any of 0 or 1             d) none of the mentioned 

12) File type can be represented by 
a) file name             b) file extension               c) file identifier               d) none of the mentioned 
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13) When there are multiple instance of every resources type s, a cycle in the resource-allocator graph is a
a) Necessary but not a sufficient condition                      b) Sufficient but not a necessary condition
c) Necessary and sufficient condition                              d) Neither necessary nor sufficient condition

14) Symbolic addresses are used in :-
a) Source program      b) object module           c) load module              d) Binaryexecutable  image

15) Segmentation suffers from:
a) Internal fragmentation           b) external fragmentation            c) both of the above     d) none of the above

16) What is effective memory access time?
a) Average access time for all logical address references of a process
b) Average access time for effective address references of a process
c) Average access time for TLB success references of a process
d) Average access time for TLB miss references of a process

17) Why the only software based implementation of LRU page replacement algorithm are not efficient?
a) The increase page fault rate
b) The increase effective memory access time 
c) they suffer from Belady’sanomly
d) All of the above

18) Compaction as a solution to external fragmentation problem could be used in which of the following case?
a) Compile time binding         b)load time binding      c)execution time binding          d)all of the above

19) What is an ‘wait-for edge’?
a) An edge from process to resource type
b) Edge from resource type to process
c) Edge from resource type to resource type
d) Edge from process to process

20) Mapping of file is managed by 
a) file metadata                    b) page table                c) virtual memory             d) file system 

21) Which protocol establishes the initial logical connection between a server and a client?
 a) Transmission control protocol   b) user datagram protocol   c) mount protocol     d) datagram congestion control 
protocol

22) Which of the following file allocation method require less seek time to access file? 
a) Contiguous allocation     b) linked allocation             c) indexed allocation    d) none of the above 

23) When we must use a valid/invalid bit in page tables?
a) When there is no TLB
b) When there is no PTLR 
c) When there is no ASID field in TLB
d)  When we encounter an invalid address reference 

24) When there is a single instance for each resource type, a cycle in the resource allocation graph is a
a) Necessary but not sufficient condition                         b) Sufficient but not necessary condition
c) Necessary and sufficient condition                              d) Neither necessary nor sufficient condition

25) Using a larger block size in a fixed block size file system leads to 
a) Better disk throughput but poorer disk space utilization 
b) Better disk throughput and better disk space utilization 
c) Poorer disk throughput but better disk space utilization 
d) Poorer disk throughput and poorer disk space utilization 
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26) Which table contains the information about each mounted volume? 
a) Mount table             b) system-wide open-file table             c) per-process open-file table         d) all of the 
mentioned

27) What is the time complexity of best known algorithm for detecting cycle in a resource allocation graph?
a) O(n)                       b)O(n2)                          c)O(n3)                          d)O(log(n))

28) What is TLB?
 a) A software 
b)A H/W which is part of CPU
c) A H/W which is part of main memory  
d) AH/W which is part of MMU

29) The data blocks of a very large file in the UNIX file system are allocated using 
a) Contiguous allocation    b) Linked allocation          c) Indexed allocation         d) An extension of indexed allocation

30) What is the mounting of file system? 
a) Creating of a file system                           b) attaching portion of the file system into a directory structure 
c) deleting a file system                                d) removing portion of the file system into a directory structure 

31) In which of the following cases we can swap in a swapped out process at a different memory location?
a) Compile time binding           b)load time binding      c)execution time binding      d)all of the above

32) which of the following page replacement algorithm will not suffer from Belday’s anamoly?
a) LRU                             b) LFU                        c) both of the above   d) none of the above

33) Which file is a sequence of bytes organized into blocks understandable by the system’s linker?
a) Object file             b) source file               c) executable file                d) text file 

34) When should we use hierarchy paging?
a) When then pages of a process organized in a hierarchy manner
b) When the physical memory size is very large
c) When the page table size is very large 
d) When the logical address space is very large

35) Which of the requires a device driver? following
a) Register                      b) Cache                                    c) Main Memory            d) Disk 

36) What is a swap space?
 a) A CPU cache
 b) Reserved part of main memory
 c) Part of disc under file system 
d) Part of disc not under file system
37) The data structure used for file directory is called 
a) mount table                b) hash table          c) file table             d) process table 

38) In order to break circular wait, we need a function F from set of resource type R to set of natural numbers N (f: R-
>N) for total ordering of the resource types. This function F must be:-
a)Injective                 b)Surjective                  c)Bijective                  d)None

39) What should be the size of a memory frame?
a) Smaller than page size        b) larger than page size    c) same as a page size       d) any size power of 2 

40) How many fields (column) are there in an inverted page table?
a) 1                          b)2                                 c) 3                               d) 4
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41) In the index allocation scheme of blocks to a file, the maximum possible size of the file depends on 
a) the size of the blocks, and the size of the address of the blocks 
b) The number of blocks used for the index, and the size of the blocks 
c) The size of the blocks, the number of blocks used for the index, and the size of the address of the blocks 
d) None of  the above 

42) If there m resource type and n processor then what is the time complexity of Banker’s algorithm?
a) O(m*n)                     b)O(m2*n)                      c)O(m*n2)                            d)O(m2n2)

43)Paging suffers from :
a) Internal fragmentation           b) external fragmentation     c) both of the above       d) none of the above

44) In which type of allocation method each file occupy a set of contiguous block on the disk? 
a) Contiguous allocation        b) dynamic-storage allocation         c) linked allocation d) indexed allocation 

45) Which of the following could be implemented without direct involvement of the OS?
a)Dynamic loading    b) Dynamic linking       c) Swapping                   d) paging 

46) A Computer system used a single level directory structure. The directory occupies 2 disk blocks. The disk block 
size is 2KB. Directory entry size is 4 bytes. What is the maximum number of files in the file system? 
a) 512                                  b) 256                                 c) 1K                                 d) 786 

47) Which of the following table(s) is/are saved at the reserved OS space of main memory?
a) Page table                   b) frame table               c) both      d) none

48) Which of the following statements is/are false? 
a) Virtual memory implements the translation of program’s address space into physical memory address space 
b) Virtual memory allows each program to exceed the size of the primary memory. 
c) Virtual memory increases the degree of multiprogramming 
d) Virtual memory reduces the context switching overhead

49) Which one of the following explains the sequential file access method?
a) Random access according to the given byte number          b) read/write randomly by record
c) read bytes one at a time, in order                                    d) read/write sequentially by record 

50) What is raw disk? 
a) Disk without file system     b) empty disk     c) disk lacking logical file system     d) disk having file system 
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